
Besides normal lessons, our department's very own association, Architecture

Student Association (ASA) organised trips, camps and design competitions in

helping to develop bonds and skills among students. Also, all those activities

like study trips, joining street art festivals and attending the Architect

Sarawak Chapter (PAMSC) design forum benefited me greatly. I have grown up a

lot as a person. I have no regrets studying in KLT. Instead, I obtained

considerable skills and knowledge with zero programme fee. Also, the

lecturers here are really approachable. I would recommend KLT to others

because of the quality teaching and efforts from the lecturers. 

 

To be able to solve the problem is critical for an AR student. My advice to them

is to strive to improve yourself, be determined, persistent, diligent and

innovative. Do accept the criticism with open-mindedness and be sensitive to new

things. Graduating from KLT is an important milestone in my life. Thank you KLT

for preparing me to enter my next stage of life.  

When people asked me why I chose Kolej Laila Taib (KLT), I

would say it was because of its affordability, the

scholarship with zero programme fee. I am always

interested in creating designs and making models. So, I

chose Architecture (AR) hoping that in near future, I will

be able to use my profession to make a difference and

also do my part in protecting the environment. Admittedly,

AR projects are no walk in the park but that is how time

management comes into play. From my experiences, start

to do your projects bit-by-bit soon when you have gotten

the projects would benefit you in a great way. At the end,

you won’t have to rush to meet the deadlines. Besides, I

would make full use of the time to push myself to become

the best I am. I honed my skills in making 3D drawings and

also mastering the usage of the design software. 

Throughout my diploma study, it sharpened my

interpersonal skills. Group projects built my teamwork

and leadership skills whereby I have learnt to

communicate effectively and work together with others in

a team. The challenging part would definitely be the

setback of coming out with not up to standard’s design

which depleted my willpower. Through religion, I was able

to keep myself going. Besides, in a bid to modify my designs,

I kept looking for more innovative ideas as well as

consulting with the lecturers for their comments. Albeit

projects demanded strenuous effort in terms of

intellectual, physical and mental, I enjoyed doing

projects the most. It was exhilarating to see your design

being showcased in the college’s Architecture studio. All

your hard work pays off at the end of the day. 
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